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Abstract. Human learning processes are strongly depending on atten-
tion of each single learner. Due to this fact any measurement helping to
increase students’ attention is from high importance. Till now there are
some developments called Audience-Response-Systems only available for
face-to-face education even for masses. In this publication we introduce
a web-based information system which is also usable for online-systems.
Students’ attention will be conserved based on different interaction forms
during the live stream of a lecture. The evaluation pointed out that the
system helps to enlarge the attention of each single participant.

1 Introduction

Students are confronted with an increasing quantity of information: masses of
shapes, colors, and text. However, they can process only a limited amount of this
information at one moment [1]. Most of the perceived information is filtered out
centrally [2]. It has been shown that a mechanism known as selective attention is
the most crucial resource for human learning [3]. Consequently, to manage this
attention enhances both behavioral and neuronal performance [4]. Further very
important parts of a high-quality learning process especially of an online course
are the interaction and the communication between all groups of participants
[5]. This means that all sorts and directions of communication are key features
for an increased attention and a valuable base to reach the course-goals.

Due to the mentioned facts attention is perhaps the scarest resource within a
teaching process, it is of vital importance to think about possibilities on how to
control the attention of the students. One possibility in the field of enlargement
of the attention with synchronous communication includes so-called Audience-
Response-Systems (ARS), which are systems enabling the lecturer to present
questions to students during the lecture in a standard classroom situation [6].
These questions could be answered by the students with a special handset and
finally the answers are shown to the lecturer so that he can adapt the rest of the
lecture according to these results. Many studies reported that an ARS has the
power to enhance the attention and the participation of the students [7]. So for
instance [8] compared an ARS with other classroom communication methods
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(e.g. answering questions by hand-raising). They noticed that questions pre-
sented by an ARS reached the highest formal participation (100%). In addition
a further study regarding the advantages and disadvantages of the usage of an
ARS performed by [9] claims that an ARS makes a long lecture more interesting
and improves the students retention. Furthermore the provided feedback and
analysis enhance the learning process for both students and lecturers. However
an ARS should not be overused because it could unnecessary slow down the lec-
ture. These facts are also confirmed by [10]. Due to the mentioned studies and
facts we like to bring the idea to a complete on-line courses.

2 Theoretical Background

Let us first explain why we think our work is important. When we recognize a
physical object (e.g. color, shape, etc.), or when we listen to a speech: it is a
measurable information process [11]; yet, this process is heavily influenced by
what is called selective attention [2]. Originally, this term goes back to [12] as
he proposes a model of the human information processing system [13] and has
been further developed and adopted by the three-memory system by [14]: The
environmental information is processed by sensory processing registers (STSS in
Figure 1) in the various physical modalities (visual, auditory, haptic, gustatoric,
olfactoric) and further entered into the so called short-term store (working mem-
ory in Figure 1). The information remains temporarily in this working memory,
the length of stay depending heavily on control processes (attentional resources
in Figure 1). While the information remaining within the working memory, it
may be transferred into the long-term memory, heavily dependent on the atten-
tional resources. The model is one of the most used models and very important
for the explanation of human learning processes [15], [16], [17] and is still in use
today, consequently serves also as the theoretical basis and model for our work
(see Figure 1):

Fig. 1. This model, based on the famous three-storage model by [14] and described by
[18] is still the most used and shows the powerful influence of attention to all human
information processing [Image taken from [19]]
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3 Study

The developed web-application (see Section 4) is used to sustain and enlarge
the attention of the attendees of the live broadcasting of the lecture Cleanroom
Technology1 which is offered by the Life Long Learning department at Graz,
University of Technology. This lecture presents the cleanroom technology as a
core technology with its influencing factors and the basics of the most important
production technologies from a scientific point of view to offer a specialist train-
ing to the attendees. This is done due to the fact that cleanroom technology is
required in many fields of the economy nowadays.

The broadcasting on the web of this lecture is provided by the E-Presence
Server2 and the developed web-application supports this live-stream. Until now
five units of the lecture took place and each unit had a length of two hours. It
was observed that every session was followed by seven to twelve attendees.

The first unit of the lecture showed that the calculated degree of attention
(see Section 4.2) was very low (less than 40%). A reason for that might be that
the content of the lecture is very difficult and that the event was not paused.
Furthermore most of the asked questions were also very difficult so that the
attendees needed a long time to answer them and so the degree of attention
decreased.

Due to the problems of the first unit the lecturer was advised to present the
contents a little bit slower and in addition he stopped his presentation when
a question was asked. With this improvements the degree of attention became
better during the second and third unit of the lecture.

Finally the calculation of the degree of attention of the fourth and fifth session
of the lecture delivered a high and stable value. This means that every attendee
reached a degree of attention of at least 75%.

4 Implementation

This Section explains the main functionalities and shows some details of the im-
plementation of the developed web-application. As mentioned above it provides
different methods of synchronous interaction and communication to support any
kind of web-content (e.g. the broadcasting of lectures on the web) during events
at fixed time. This is done to sustain and enlarge the attention of the attendees
[10,5].

Figure 2 presents the basic architecture of the application on a high level
of abstraction. So it should be possible to obtain an overview of the different
components.

It can be seen that a web-server (e.g. the Apache HTTP-Server) and a
database-server such as MySQL are forming the base. These two servers are

1 http://portal.tugraz.at/portal/page/portal/TU Graz/Studium Lehre/

Life Long Learning/ULG%20Reinraumtechnik
2 http://curry.tugraz.at/

http://portal.tugraz.at/portal/page/portal/TU_Graz/Studium_Lehre/Life_Long_Learning/ULG%20Reinraumtechnik
http://portal.tugraz.at/portal/page/portal/TU_Graz/Studium_Lehre/Life_Long_Learning/ULG%20Reinraumtechnik
http://curry.tugraz.at/
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Fig. 2. Basic Architecture of the Web-Application

responsible for making the application accessible over the web and for storing
all pieces of data.

To provide a consistent abstraction for the implementation the mentioned
servers are encapsulated by the Django-Web-Framework. This popular frame-
work for web-development uses the programming-language Python and follows
the model-view-controller architectural pattern. Furthermore it offers a wide
range of useful components, for example, a mighty database-API, a template-
system, or some basic security mechanisms. In addition the Auth-package of
Django supports the implementation of the user-management and the package
named Admin offers an interface to build an administration-tool. [20,21]

The definition of the Django-project called LIVE3 forms together with the
mentioned packages the base for the actual implementation of the web-
application. So the package named LIVE.core contains the basic components
such as the management of the users or the program-logic to control an event in
all phases of its life cycle (see Section 4.1).

Furthermore there exists a package called LIVE.interactions which offers a
consistent interface for the implementation of the different methods of interaction
and a mechanism to control their correct run during an event (see Section 4.2).
Finally Section 4.3 describes the interaction-methods which implementations are
based on the mentioned interface.

4.1 The Core-Package

As mentioned above this package contains the implementation of all basic func-
tionalities of the web-application. So it provides the management of the user-
accounts and of the events. In addition it offers an administration interface.

Due to the fact that only registered and authenticated users should be allowed
to use LIVE a powerful user-management is implemented with the help of the
Auth-package of Django. This implementation defines three types of users:

1. Normal users are allowed to edit their personal data and to join events.
During an event they are also able to use the offered interaction-methods.

3 Short for LIVE Interaction in Virtual learning Environments.
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2. Users with lecturer-privileges are additionally allowed to create, edit,
start, and stop events.

3. Administrators have also the possibility to access the administration-tool.

The probably most important part of the package LIVE.core is the event-
management. It offers the possibility to control an event in all phases of its
life cycle.

At the beginning a user with lecturer-privileges has to create the event. So a
suitable dialog asks for the title, for the scheduled begin and end, and for the
URL pointing to the web-content which should be supported with interactions.
Furthermore the offered interaction-methods could be selected. The dialog stores
the collected data in the database with appropriate models.

Now the user who created the event can start it to enable the interaction and
communication. For that the real begin is set in the model of the event. After
starting it a user-interface for the lecturer is build dynamically (see Figure 3). It
shows (1) some information about the event and offers the possibility to stop it
on the top left side and on the right (2) the calculated degree of attention of all
attendees is presented. Below there is a area for occurring interactions (3) and
some control-elements to invoke interactions (4).

Fig. 3. The User-Interface for the Lecturer during an Event

After the start of an event users are able to join it. Internally a model is used
to connect a user to an event. A joined user is immediately redirected to a special
user-interface which is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the supported web-
content fills the most space of the user-interface (1). The sidebar of LIVE on
the left shows some general information about the event with an ample which
represents the current degree of attention (2). Below there is some free space for
occurring interactions (3) and there are some control-elements to leave the event
or to start different interactions (4).
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Fig. 4. The User-Interface for the Students during an Event

During an event the interaction-methods are handled and the current degree
of attention is calculated. See Sections 4.2 and 4.3 for more details.

At the end of the event its lecturer has to stop it. Internally this is done by
setting the real end in the model. Due to that the attendees are redirected to
a dialog which asks them for their estimated average degree of attention during
the event. After that an analysis of the degree of the attention is computed and
presented to both the lecturer and the attendees.

4.2 The Interaction-Interface

The interaction-interface located in the package LIVE.interactions offers a con-
sistent interface for both the implementation of the interaction-methods and the
LIVE.core-package for accessing them. In addition a calculation of the degree of
the attention of the attendees is provided.

To implement an interaction-method a Django-app has to be created as a sub-
package in LIVE.interactions. This app additionally requires a module named
settings which should contain at least the name and a short description of the
interaction-method. Furthermore it should define its type by choosing one of the
following:

1. Automatically started
The interactions of an interaction-method of this type are automatically
presented to the attendees in a random way. For that the settings-module
has to provide a number which defines how often the interactions should
appear per hour.
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2. Started by the attendees
This type allows the implementation of interaction-methods which could be
started by the attendees. Due to that the settings-module should contain
the path to a template to include the necessary control-elements in the user-
interface.

3. Invoked by the lecturer
With interaction-methods of this type the lecturer is able to invoke them.
Again it is required that the settings-module offers a template containing
the corresponding control-elements.

In addition to these possibilities of invocation there are three different so called
interaction-models to display an interaction on the screen of an user. The first
one is responsible for presenting an interaction to an attendee. In contrast to
that there exists also a model to show an interaction to the lecturer. Finally a
further model is present to pop up an alert on the top of the user-interface of the
lecturer. All mentioned interaction-models contains the date and time of both
the start and the response.

The package LIVE.core asks every five seconds through an interface of LIVE.
interactions if an interaction-model has reached its start-time. If yes a special
view of the interaction-method which provides the content of its interaction is
called to display them. Within this view everything which is possible with current
web-technologies is allowed.

The package LIVE.interactions offers a further major functionality of the
web-application namely the calculation of the degree of the attention during
an event. As mentioned above the calculation is invoked by LIVE.core and for
that a class is provided. This class asks every interaction-method to compute
the degree of attention within its context as a value between 0 and 100 percent.
For that every interaction-method has to implement an interface to provide its
way of computation. Finally the complete degree of attention is computed by
forming the mean over the results of the interaction-methods.

Generally every interaction-method is allowed to compute its degree of atten-
tion in its own way but due to fact that most of the interaction-methods are
evaluating the reaction-time of its interactions given by the interaction-models
a corresponding function is provided. Figure 5 shows this way of computing. It
can be seen that two parameters are required. The first one (SUCCESS UNTIL)
defines how many seconds after the start an attention of 100% could be reached
and the other one (FAILED AFTER) states after which period only 0% of atten-
tion are reachable. Between this two points the degree of attention is decreasing
in a linear way. This means that the degree of attention is decreasing if the
attendees are reacting slower. To find meaningful values for these parameters
several test-runs under real conditions (e.g. as a support of the live-streaming
of the lecture Societal Aspects of Information Technology at Graz, University of
Technology) were performed. After each run the parameters were adopted to the
observed reaction-times and with the fourth run the values became stable.
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Fig. 5. The calculation of the degree of attention based on the reaction-time of its
interaction

4.3 The Interaction-Methods

Based on the interface presented in the previous section six different interaction-
methods were implemented. At first there are two automatically invoked
methods.

So one method of interaction asks some very simple and general questions
to the attendees which should be answered by clicking a button. This happens
in a random and automatic way ten times per hour. Furthermore the degree of
attention is computed with the described reaction-based method.

In comparison to that the second automatic interaction-method works very
similar. The only difference is the usage of a captcha4 instead of the questions.

Additionally there is an interaction-method which could be invoked by the
lecturer to ask a question to the attendees. For that a template which is inte-
grated in the user-interface of the lecturer provides a text-box and a button to
submit the question. With the help of the interaction-model the question plus a
dialog to answer it is presented to the attendees. If the question is answered the
lecturer receives them through an interaction-model. Finally the lecturer could
also answer his question as a reference. Again the calculation of the degree of
attention is done by evaluating the reaction timespan of the asked attendees.

Similar to that the first attendee-started interaction-method offers the oppo-
site asking-direction. This means that the attendees could ask a question to the
lecturer.

A further attendee-invoked method offers the possibility to set the degree
of attention by hand through a slider. A template includes them in the user-
interface and if it is moved the new value is saved with a suitable model. In
contrast to the previous presented interaction-methods the calculation of the
degree of attention is based on the values set by the attendees.

Finally there exists a dialog to report a technical problem to the lecturer
through an attendee-started interaction-method. So a template embeds a link to
the dialog in the user-interface. After a problem-report is submitted the alert-
interaction-model is used to present the report to the lecturer. Due to the fact
that this interaction-method is not used regularly it is not part of the computa-
tion of the degree of the attention.

4 Short for Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans
Apart.
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5 Discussion

To gain more information how the observed degrees of attention were generated
(see Section 3) the attendees were asked to provide a feedback. Most of this
feedback addresses two main points. The first one claims that questions which
covers the content of the lecture are more useful for the attention than other
general questions. Furthermore the second issue which was reported by the at-
tendees states that they feel very uncomfortable with their computed degree of
attention because it was very low.

Due to the reported point that content-related questions are more favored than
other sorts of questions the interaction-method which presents a captcha to the
attendees was deactivated after the first unit of the lecture. In addition more
questions which addresses the content of the lecture were asked and the lecturer
paused the presentation to give the attendees a better possibility to answer the
questions more concentrated. So the questions looks better integrated in the
lecture and due to that the attendees feel much more satisfied.

The second reported point claims that the computed degree of attention was
much lower than the estimation of the attendees. So this leads to a high disaffec-
tion about this value. Based on this feedback the mentioned pauses around the
content-related questions were introduced. Furthermore the lecturer was advised
to present his lecture a little bit slower. As a consequence the computed degree
of attention grows and becomes stable on a high level during the following units
of the lecture (see Section 3).

6 Conclusion

This document presents a web-application which provides different methods of
interaction in real-time to support any kind of web-content and which offers a
calculation of the degree of attention of the attendees. This is done to reach a
sustainment and enlargement of the attention (see Section 4).

In addition some observations of the usage of the developed web-application
as a support for the broadcasting of a lecture on the web are shown in Section
3. The feedback of the attendees of this lecture is discussed in Section 5.

Based on that it is planed as further work to do more research to better
understand in which form the interactions disturb or support the lecture so that
a higher enlargement of the attention could be reached. Furthermore the web-
application should receive the functionalities to support static web-content (e.g.
the recording of a lecture) too.
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